Adagio, the Renaissance
Finely engraved with volutes, dainty flowers and musical instruments symbolizing the Renaissance,
the Adagio watch returns to center-stage, interpreted through several one-of-a-kind models.
Supreme artistry thus adorns this minute repeater that is combined with large date and dual-time
displays. Admiring and listening to these creations will take connoisseurs on an aesthetic journey
through the refinement of time.
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The watchmaker’s fascination for 16th century arts is once again conveyed through the one-of-a-kind
Adagio creations masterfully engraved by Neuchâtel-based artisan Eddy Jaquet. Working freelance
for more than three decades, he is gifted with a rare expertise blending patience, meticulous care
and artistic creativity, enabling him to join eye, hand and tools in sculpting matter. These one-of-akind new Adagio models were born from a fruitful dialogue between Christophe Claret and the
engraver. A concerted, lengthy, passionate and fascinating quest to strike the perfect chord, to
define the ornamental motif for the case, and above all to compose the six Renaissance musical
instruments engraved on the lugs and the minute repeater sliding bolt. With a degree of finesse that
requires a magnifying glass to appreciate each detail, a lute, a hurdy-gurdy, a tambourine and
bagpipes appear on each of the lugs, while the minute repeater sliding bolt features two
instruments: a sackbut and a bombarde, the respective ancestors of the trombone and the oboe.
Miniature sculptures
In order to highlight these six instruments, notably through remarkable contrasts, the engraver made
ample use of the pounced ornament technique used for artisanal medals. Domed or flat surfaces,
curves and angles, matt and polished areas… By cutting out the material to be sculpted, by carving it,
scraping it or smoothing it down, the engraver successfully creates an amazingly realistic depiction
further accentuated by light effects. The fold of a fabric, the slenderness of a string or the softness of
wood are revealed with absolute precision.
The case middle is engraved with rich ornamental motifs and volutes typical of Renaissance
furniture. To reproduce such motifs resembling miniature sculptures, Eddy Jaquet gently extracted
material using the fine line engraving technique.
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From yesteryear to the present day
It takes around 130 hours of work for the engraver to craft each of these one-of-a-kind models, on
which the abundance of the motifs adorning the 44 mm case strikes a powerful contrast with the
total purity of the watch face. The deep black onyx or hawk’s eye dial displays the functions and
complications in an extremely contemporary spirit. Beating steadily behind the scenes, the 455-part
Manufacture Caliber SLB88 drives central hours and minutes, small seconds in a 9 o’clock aperture, a
large date appearing at 6 o’clock, and a dual-time (hours and minutes) display with day/night
indication in a 2 o’clock subdial.
Melodiously chiming the hours, quarters and minutes on demand, the “cathedral” gongs of the
striking mechanism are fitted with a patented device that prevents them from colliding as they
vibrate under the hammer blows. The large date with its unparalleled construction is also patented.
This 34 mm movement with a 48-hour power reserve features finely decorated bridges. The crown is
also equipped with a safety device: when the barrel spring is stretched to the full, a mechanism
uncouples the stem in order to prevent any damage due to excessive tension.
An exquisitely refined true horological gem, the engraved Adagio watch is available in various one-ofa-kind variations in 5N red gold, white gold or platinum, and with cases set with baguette-cut
diamonds on the bezel or with baguette-cut diamonds and sapphires.
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Technical specifications
Movement:
Caliber:

SLB88, mechanical manual-winding

Dimensions:

-

Number of parts:

455

Number of jewels:

46

Power reserve:

48 hours

Escapement:

-

Diameter: 34 mm
Thickness : 8.40 mm (without the hands)

Frequency: 2.5 Hz (18,000 vph)
Swiss lever type

Fonctions:
The Adagio watch with hour, quarter and minute repeater,
large date and GMT indicates the:
- Central hours and minutes, seconds in a 9 o’clock aperture
- The large date through a 6 o’clock aperture
- Time in second time-zone (dual-time display) with day/night
indication in a subdial at 2 o’clock
And strikes on demand (cathedral chime):
- Hours (low-pitched tone)
- Quarter-hours (alternate low- and high-pitched tones)
- Minutes (high-pitched tone)
Case:
Dimensions: Ø44 x 13.90 mm
Water resistance: 3 ATM / 30 m / 100 ft
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Ref. MTR.SLB88.722:
Case:
White gold
Renaissance-inspired musical instruments engraved on the lugs
(lute, hurdy-gurdy, tambourine and bagpipes) and on the sliding bolt
(bombarde and sackbut)
Tops of the lugs and bezel set with baguette-cut
diamonds (6.12 cts), five on each lug and 36 on the bezel
Crown: white gold, engraved cabochon
Dial: black onyx
Hands: white gold
Strap: black alligator leather
Buckle: white gold
One-of-a-kind model

Ref. MTR.SLB88.902:
Case:
5N red gold
Renaissance-inspired musical instruments engraved on the lugs
(lute, hurdy-gurdy, tambourine and bagpipes) and on the sliding bolt
(bombarde and sackbut)
Tops of the lugs and bezel set with baguette-cut
diamonds (6.12 cts), five on each lug and 36 on the bezel
Crown: 5N red gold, engraved cabochon
Dial: black onyx
Hands: 4N pink gold
Strap: black alligator leather
Buckle: 5N red gold
One-of-a-kind model
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Ref. MTR.SLB88.903:
Case:
Platinum
Renaissance-inspired musical instruments engraved on the lugs
(lute, hurdy-gurdy, tambourine and bagpipes) and on the sliding bolt
(bombarde and sackbut)
Tops of the lugs and bezel set with baguette-cut diamonds (6.12 cts),
five on each lug and 36 on the bezel
Crown: white gold, engraved cabochon
Dial: hawk’s eye
Hands: white gold
Strap: black alligator leather
Buckle: white gold
One-of-a-kind model

Ref. MTR.SLB88.904:
Case:
Platinum
Renaissance-inspired musical instruments engraved on the lugs
(lute, hurdy-gurdy, tambourine and bagpipes) and on the sliding bolt
(bombarde and sackbut)
Tops of the lugs and bezel set with baguette-cut gems (6.12 cts),
five diamonds on each lug, 36 diamonds and
12 sapphires on the bezel
Crown: white gold, engraved cabochon
Dial: black onyx
Hands: white gold, blue PVD-treated
Strap: black alligator leather
Buckle: white gold
One-of-a-kind model
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